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By Terry A. Hurlbut February 16, 2023

Eugenics started it
cnav.news/2023/02/16/accountability/science/eugenics-started/

Eugenics – artificial selection of human beings to eliminate “deleterious” characteristics – is
almost as old as civilization. Plato toyed with the concept – though he did not give it that
name – over half a century before Alexander’s Wars. But it didn’t really get its start until the
publications of the seminal works of two men of science. Those two – Charles Darwin and
Gregor Mendel – couldn’t have had more opposite worldviews. But Darwin’s followers turned
Mendel’s work into a rationale for discrimination. Worse still – a certain woman used it as a
rationale for wiping out large groups of people by attrition. She did this by encouraging them
to stop their own children from being born. Yet the American left still regards her as a heroine
for “women’s rights.”

Contraception as a tool of eugenics

The premise of eugenics is brutally simple. Now that civilization has removed the usual
pressures of “natural selection” (make that wild selection), enlightened leaders must apply
artificial selection to make sure the human species continues to improve. Germany’s National
Socialists tried to apply this idea practically, with genetic (or at least ancestry) tests for
applicants to key services, and the direct arrangement of, if not exactly marriage, certainly of
coupling. The National Socialists called their program Lebensborn – literally “fountain of life.”

In the United States, a woman named Margaret Sanger likely knew that no such program as
Lebensborn could ever succeed. So she chose a much more crude method: persuade
populations she regarded as inferior, to extinguish themselves by attrition. She founded what
became the Planned Parenthood Federation of America. And from the beginning she sought
to hide the true purpose of her program. Obviously if word got out, that program would fail.

https://cnav.news/2023/02/16/accountability/science/eugenics-started/
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Most people who hear anything about Margaret Sanger associate her only with contraception
– as a matter of women’s convenience.To hear the real reason she popularized
contraception – and sought to make it selectively available – would come as a shock. So
great a shock would it be, that her biographers deny that such was her intent or purpose.
(See, for example, the entry about her in The Encyclopedia Britannica.)

Two nights ago, Twitter journalist Dom Lucre (“Breaker of Narratives”) dropped a thread
intending to reveal the truth. After that, none can deny the connection of contraception to
eugenics.

The thread

Dom Lucre’s thread runs to twenty-one tweets. As usual it starts with an ironic heading, to
get attention. But this time, his thread header speaks directly to an accusation against
conservatives he likely regards as unjust. (And not only unjust but more properly applicable
to their enemies.)

Herewith the thread, as its odd numbers:

𝐓𝐇𝐑𝐄𝐀𝐃: Proof that Republicans Should Support Pro-Choice and Why Black People
Should Have More Abortions.

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

Sanger believed she had found the solution
 to Stoddard’s “Crisis of the Ages” in birth control.

 In a 1919 article, she appealed to eugenicists to
 lend their support to birth control as the vehicle for “racial betterment.”

  
🔥🚨Click ALT ON EVERY PHOTO🔥🚨https://t.co/1kLFa6MER7
pic.twitter.com/26yecdAldI

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

In 1920 the ABCL would eventually become the
 Birth Control Federation of America, which was
 renamed Planned Parenthood Federation of

 America in 1942. pic.twitter.com/fIO6AmevXH

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Margaret-Sanger
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629557683363841?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/1kLFa6MER7
https://t.co/26yecdAldI
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629562796224512?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/fIO6AmevXH
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629568227766277?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Margaret Sanger launched the "Negro Project" in 1939 to educate Blacks about birth
control and, as a result, cut the birth rate among Black Americans.

  
Clarence Gamble, the heir to the Proctor and Gamble company, offered her
assistance. pic.twitter.com/uY1IlOKhnN

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

Sanger's publications gave rise to the notion that she would "wish to destroy the Negro
population."

  
“Between 1929 and 1974, more than 7,600 North Carolinians were sterilized,” per
Winston-Salem Journal, which wrote extensively on this tragedy, “many of them
against their will. pic.twitter.com/nk73nlXL2X

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

Frederick Jaffe founded what would become
 the Guttmacher Institute in 1968, after having served as a Planned Parenthood director

and Vice President. 
  

Jaffe authored the now infamous memo bearing his name to Population Council
President

 Bernard Berelson
  

Jaffe Memmo below: pic.twitter.com/SVbdbNf0xL

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

Margaret Sanger labeled people whose populations faced "gradual reduction,
eradication, and final extinction" with a range of derogatory terms.

  
"The unsuitable," "human weeds," "the feeble-minded," "incompetent masses," and
"the faulty" were among her favorites. 

  
Nick Cannon: pic.twitter.com/apgER8S3Q7

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

https://t.co/uY1IlOKhnN
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629573399339008?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/nk73nlXL2X
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629577652346882?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/SVbdbNf0xL
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629582090031106?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/apgER8S3Q7
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629585739071488?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Researchers determined the extent to which Planned Parenthood placed its facilities in
black communities. they included the zip codes of all Planned Parenthood facilities in
their study, rather than taking a sample, in order to avoid selection
bias.https://t.co/bJ3yBFBhtS pic.twitter.com/hCwTEBIEgU

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

Why? 
 
Organ harvesting is a very lucrative business, and it is intensified when you consider
melaninated organs, which are priced higher than organs with a lower count of
melanin. 

  
Melanin currently costs more than gold, silver, platinum, palladium, rhodium and coltan
combined. pic.twitter.com/GCMhdBJgQz

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

An undercover interview with Dr. Deborah Nucatola, the Senior Director of Medical
Services for Planned Parenthood Federation of America, confirmed these allegations:

  
"They just want to do it in a way that is not perceived, this clinic is making money off of
this" – Nucatola pic.twitter.com/FHfk7RlUy4

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

This is political and cultural, Democrats support Sanger and release Planned
Parenthood in their cities. 
 
We have more black kids being aborted than born in NY every year alone.

  
If this continues, there will be no black lives to matter tomorrow if our babies don't
today. pic.twitter.com/zgaKi81rwP

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 14, 2023

Most of the images and videos come from collections, the curators of which are sympathetic
to Margaret Sanger’s memory. What those curators would say, were anyone to confront them
with the full implications of Sanger’s words, none can imagine.

Sometimes Lucre embeds a video without quoting from it; he expects people to play it and
listen for themselves. For example, consider Mike Wallace’ 1957 interview with Sanger. He
asks her whether she believes in the concept sin. And she says:

https://t.co/bJ3yBFBhtS
https://t.co/hCwTEBIEgU
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629589568462848?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/GCMhdBJgQz
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629593162989575?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/FHfk7RlUy4
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629596707160066?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/zgaKi81rwP
https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625629601031499778?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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I think the biggest sin in the world is bringing children into the world that have disease
from their parents, that have no chance in the world to be human beings, practically,
delinquents, prisoners, all [unintelligible] just marked when they’re born.

But as to “sin in the ordinary sense,” she refused to answer. No doubt Mr. Wallace expected
her to answer exclusively that no such thing as sexual sin exists, and that facilitation of
fornication or adultery was a noble aim. Was he prepared to hear her say that some children
are better off never born? No one knows – because no one ever asked him.

Reaction

Two hours after he finished the thread, he added this tweet:

I was hesitant to include the fetus video but I felt it would be the turning point for many.
When this is retweeted the thread isn’t. If possible can you also like and retweet the
main thread? Thank you everyone ❤

— Dom Lucre | Breaker of Narratives (@dom_lucre) February 15, 2023

Most people treated the thread favorably. Some got the point at once:

But I thought being pro-life was white supremacy. You know, like grammar and showing
up to work on time. 
 
I gotta go recalibrate. 

 🍺 🥃

— Daniel Roland Anderson (@DanAnde23836316) February 15, 2023

Dems turned the tables in the 1930s and have managed to keep the facade more
nearly a century. The Dems labeled "progress"ives (used to fool) are as fly as a fox and
cunning as a wolf. They have been able to out propaganda the RNC. But it is easier
when you can lie w media cover!

— T_HornKy (@Thorn_ky1) February 15, 2023

https://t.co/sQBDKsW2dl @RealCandaceO put some heat on this with Tucker

— TheGamesRigged (@thegamesrigged) February 15, 2023

God bless you for being straight forward and honest. In southern states, 2 In particular
have black population over 60% of the abortions performed♥ 🙏

— Andrea Shaffer, MA Employment/Labor Law (@Andreafreedom76) February 15,
2023

https://twitter.com/dom_lucre/status/1625647744126750723?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/DanAnde23836316/status/1625651455024861187?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/Thorn_ky1/status/1625701539410022401?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/sQBDKsW2dl
https://twitter.com/RealCandaceO?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/thegamesrigged/status/1625650866442100745?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/Andreafreedom76/status/1625660510283698177?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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The abortion industry started, basically, to offer a way out for prolific blacks! Now, it has
become an industry! 63 million babies killed and the only historical comparison is the
Third Reich! Think of all the cures for disease, cancer, and engineering greats and etc.
lost!… https://t.co/FJOQRCoUrC

— Robert Baum (@Robertakarcb06) February 15, 2023

OMG this us the most telling, graphic, and the most disturbing thing I've ever heard.
THANK YOU Dom for sharing. This needs to get spread out wide. Great piece of
journalism 🙏🙏🙏

— Ceylon Hetti (@chamilh) February 15, 2023

I educated my 17 year old on it last year for an essay she was already assigned to do
on pro-choice. She was shocked..they don’t know. They’re just being taught to accept
all things, actions and cries for anything that anyone wants; cuz oppression of anything
is holding us back

— Missy (@Missymoodle69) February 15, 2023

Great thread. I went from being neutral on the issue when I was younger to recognizing
it as evil when I saw footage of a late term abortion being performed. It's important to
include the imagery so that people are forced to face the reality of what is for most an
abstraction.

— Chattanooga Chop (@ChattanoogaChop) February 15, 2023

Two users commented on the ironic nature of the anchor tweet – which, again, is typical of
his threads:

He always makes his first tweet of the thread as if a Democrat was writing it. It's just a
little inside joke.

— ✨ ⃤djcalligraphy (@DJcalligraphy) February 15, 2023

It's not that kind of joke. It's more like clickbait to hopefully trick a few leftists into
reading it and actually learning the truth about something, instead of just regurgitating
the narratives that big corporations and government want them to believe.

— ✨ ⃤djcalligraphy (@DJcalligraphy) February 15, 2023

Analysis – from eugenics to a death cult

https://t.co/FJOQRCoUrC
https://twitter.com/Robertakarcb06/status/1625828678801162241?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/chamilh/status/1625756397333020673?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/Missymoodle69/status/1625802388274651139?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/ChattanoogaChop/status/1625884558519332864?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/DJcalligraphy/status/1625692386985934850?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/DJcalligraphy/status/1625913945365049345?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Your editor first read about Margaret Sanger in a history textbook.  Its authors described
Sanger typically as a heroine of women’s rights, showing them how to avoid problem
pregnancies. Lay aside for a moment the oversexualization of modern human beings – adult,
adolescent, and young child alike. But those six authors (three of whom from the History
Department at Yale University) failed to mention Sanger’s scientific racism. That racism
derived from her embrace of eugenics – and her decision that all members of a certain group
were genetically inferior to members of the dominant group.

But of course they failed to mention that. After all, the United States led a multinational
Alliance to overthrow a megalomaniac whose own eugenics notions informed his actions. To
admit that the greatest heroine and liberatrix of women shared this man’s ideology would
scarcely do!

But perhaps people forget Sanger’s embrace of eugenics because today, eugenics does not
seem to drive the “abortion movement” as it did. (This despite research showing that
Planned Parenthood sets up shop in black neighborhoods more than any other kind of
neighborhood.) You don’t hear about eugenics anymore, and certainly not from Bill Gates,
Klaus Schwab, et al. Instead you hear that society has too many mouths to feed – or that
humans are a blight on the planet. Thus a pure cult of death has replaced the eugenics
movement – and society has even less excuse for tolerating it.

1 Blum, John M.; Morgan, Edmund S.; Rose, Willie Lee; Schlessinger Jr., Arthur M.; Stampp,
Kenneth M.; and Woodward, C. Vann. The National Experience: A History of the United
States, 3  ed. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1973.
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